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ABSTRACT 

 

Dynamic Proof of Storage (PoS) is a 

helpful cryptographic method that 

empowers a client to check the honesty of 

outsourced records and to productively 

refresh the documents in a cloud server. 

Albeit numerous dynamic PoS conspires in 

single client situations were proposed by 

specialists, the issue in multi-client 

conditions has not been examined 

adequately. A multi-client distributed 

storage framework requires secure 

customer side cross-client deduplication 

method, which enables a client to skirt the 

transferring procedure and instantly get 

the responsibility for documents, when 

different proprietors of similar records 

have transferred them to the cloud server. 

To the best of our insight, none of the 

current dynamic PoSs can bolster this 

system. In this work, the idea of 

deduplicatable dynamic confirmation of 

capacity is presented and proposed an 

effective development called DeyPoS, to 

accomplish dynamic PoS and secure 

cross-client deduplication, at the same 

time. Thinking about the difficulties of 

structure decent variety and private label 

age, abused a novel apparatus called 

Homomorphic Authenticated Tree (HAT). 

Point of this venture is to demonstrate the 

security and productivity of this 

development. 

Keywords: Cloud storage, dynamic proof 

of storage, deduplication. 

 

I.INTRODUCTION 

Users ought to be convinced that 

the files keep within the server don't seem 

to be tampered. Ancient techniques for 

safeguarding knowledge integrity, like 

message authentication codes (MACs) and 

digital signatures need users to transfer all 

of the files from the cloud server for 

verification that incurs a significant 

communication value. These techniques 

don't seem to be appropriate for cloud 

storage services wherever users could 

check the integrity oftentimes, like each 

hour. Thus, researchers introduced Proof 

of Storage (PoS) for checking the integrity 

while not downloading files from the  

 

 

cloud server. What is more, users may 

need many dynamic operations, like 

modification, insertion, and deletion, to 

update their files, whereas maintaining the 

potential of PoS. Dynamic PoS is 

projected for such dynamic operations. In 

distinction with PoS, dynamic PoS employ 

structures, like the Merkle tree. Thus, once 

dynamic operations are dead, users 

regenerate tags (which are used for 

integrity checking, like MACs and  

 

signatures) for the updated blocks solely, 

rather than create for all blocks. To rised 

perceive the subsequent contents. We tend 

to gift additional details concerning PoS 

and dynamic PoS. In these schemes, every 
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block of a file is hooked up a 

(cryptographic) tag that is employed for 

substantiating the integrity of that block. 

Once a champion desires to ascertain the 

integrity of a file, it every which way 

selects some block indexes of the file, and 

sends them to the cloud server. Consistent 

with these challenged indexes, the cloud 

server returns the corresponding blocks 

beside their tags. The champion checks the 

block integrity and index correctness. The 

previous are often directly bonded by 

cryptanalytic tags. a way to affect the latter 

is that the major distinction between PoS 

and dynamic PoS In most of the PoS 

schemes, the block index is “encoded” into 

its tag, which implies the champion will 

check the block integrity and index 

correctness at the same time. However, 

dynamic PoS cannot cypher the block 

indexes into tags, since the dynamic 

operations could modification several 

indexes of non-updated blocks that incurs 

reserve computation and communication 

value. As an example, there's a file 

consisting of one thousand blocks, and a 

replacement block is inserted behind the 

second block of the file. Then, 998 block 

indexes of the first file are modified, 

which implies the user should generate and 

send 999 tags for this update. Structures 

are introduced in dynamic PoSs to unravel 

this challenge. As a result, the tags are 

hooked up to the structure instead of the 

block indexes .However, dynamic PoS 

remains to be improved in an exceedingly 

multi-user atmosphere, because of the 

necessity of cross-user American state 

duplication on the client-side. This means 

that users will skip the uploading method 

and acquire the possession of files now, as 

long because the uploaded files exist 

already within the cloud server. As a 

result, the tags area unit connected to the 

structure rather than the block indexes 

.However, dynamic PoS remains to be 

improved in associate extremely multi-

user atmosphere, due to the requirement of 

cross-user American state duplication on 

the client-side. This suggests that users can 

skip the uploading methodology and 

acquire the possession of files currently, as 

long as a result of the uploaded files exists 

already among the cloud server. This 

methodology can shrink house for storing 

for the cloud server, and save transmission 

metric for users. To the only of our 

information, there aren't any dynamic PoS 

that will support secure cross-user 

American state duplication. 

2. RELATED WORK 

 

A. Proof of Storage 

 

The idea behind PoS is to choose few 

data blocks at random, as the challenge. 

Then, the cloud server returns the 

challenged data blocks and their tags as the 

response. Since the data blocks and the 

tags can be combined via homomorphic 

functions, the communication costs are 

reduced. This PoS concept was basically 

introduced by Ateniese et al and Kaliski. 

Ateniese [1] introduced introduce a model 

for provable data possession (PDP) that 

allows a client that has stored data at an 

untrusted server to verify that the server 

possesses the original data without 

retrieving it. The model generates 

probabilistic proofs of possession by 

sampling random sets of blocks from the 

server, which drastically reduces I/O costs. 

The client maintains a constant amount of 

metadata to verify the proof. The 
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challenge/response protocol transmits a 

small, constant amount of data, which 

minimizes network communication. 

 

Kaliski [2] introduced a POR (proofs of 

retrievability) scheme enables an archive 

or back-up service (prover) to produce a 

concise proof that a user (verifier) can 

retrieve a target file F, that is, that the 

archive retains and reliably transmits file 

data sufficient for the user to recover F in 

its entirety. A POR may be viewed as a 

kind of cryptographic proof of knowledge 

(POK), but one specially designed to 

handle a large file (or bit string) F. 

Explored POR protocols here in which the 

communication costs, number of memory 

accesses for the prover, and storage 

requirements of the user (verifier) are 

small parameters essentially independent 

of the length of F. To conduct and verify 

POR, users need to be equipped with 

devices that have network access, and that 

can tolerate the (non-negligible) 

computational overhead incurred by the 

verification process. This clearly hinders 

the large-scale adoption of POR by cloud 

users, since many users increasingly rely 

on portable devices that have limited 

computational capacity, or might not 

always have network access. 

 

 

Later [3][4][5] introduce the notion of 

outsourced proofs of retrievability 

(OPOR), in which users can task an 

external auditor to perform and verify 

POR with the cloud provider. Proposed 

POR scheme minimizes user effort, incurs 

negligible overhead on the auditor, and 

considerably improves over existing 

publicly verifiable POR. These above 

subsequent works extended the research of 

PoS but those works did not take dynamic 

operations into account. 

 

B. Dynamic Proof of Storage 

 

Proofs of retrievability allow a client to 

store her data on a remote server (e.g., “in 

the cloud”) and periodically execute an 

efficient audit protocol to check that all of 

the data is being maintained correctly and 

can be recovered from the server. For 

efficiency, the computation and 

communication of the server and client 

during an audit protocol should be 

significantly smaller than 

reading/transmitting the data in its entirety. 

Although the server is only asked to access 

a few locations of its storage during an 

audit, it must maintain full knowledge of 

all client data to be able to pass. 

 

Starting with the work of Juels and Kaliski 

all prior solutions to this problem crucially 

assume that the client data is static and do 

not allow it to be efficiently updated. 

Indeed, they all store a redundant encoding 

of the data on the server, so that the server 

must delete a large fraction of its storage 

to „lose‟ any actual content. 

Unfortunately, this means that even a 

single bit modification to the original data 

will need to modify a large fraction of the 

server storage, which makes updates 

highly inefficient. Overcoming this 

limitation was left as the main open 

problem by all prior works. 

 

The work [6], gives the first solution 

providing proofs of retrievability for 

dynamic storage, where the client can 

perform arbitrary reads/writes on any 
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location within her data by running an 

efficient protocol with the server. At any 

point in time, the client can execute an 

efficient audit protocol to ensure that the 

server maintains the latest version of the 

client data. The computation and 

communication complexity of the server 

and client in our protocols is only 

polylogarithmic in the size of the client‟s 

data. The starting point of our solution is 

to split up the data into small blocks and 

redundantly encode each block of data 

individually, so that an update inside any 

data block only affects a few code word 

symbols. The main difficulty is to prevent 

the server from identifying and deleting 

too many code word symbols belonging to 

any single data block. We do so by hiding 

where the various code word symbols for 

any individual data block are stored on the 

server and when they are being accessed 

by the client, using the algorithmic 

techniques of oblivious RAM. 

 

Later works [7][8] proposed a dynamic 

PoR scheme with constant client storage 

whose bandwidth cost is comparable to a 

Merkle hash tree, thus being very 

practical. The construction out performs 

the constructions of Stefanov et al. and 

Cash et al., both in theory and in practice. 

Compared with the existing dynamic PoR 

scheme, our worst case communication 

complexity is O(logn) instead of O(n). 

Among them, the scheme in [7] is the most 

efficient solution in practice. However, the 

scheme is stateful, which requires users to 

maintain some state information of their 

own files locally. Hence, it is not 

appropriate for a multiuser environment. 

 

C. Deduplicatable Dynamic Proof of 

Storage 

 

Halevi et al. [9] introduced the concept 

of proof of ownership which is a solution 

of cross-user deduplication on the client-

side. It requires that the user can generate 

the Merkle tree without the help from the 

cloud server, which is a big challenge in 

dynamic PoS. Xu et al. [10] proposed a 

client-side deduplication scheme for 

encrypted data, but the scheme employs a 

deterministic proof algorithm which 

indicates that every file has a deterministic 

short proof. Thus, anyone who obtains this 

proof can pass the verification without 

possessing the file locally. Other 

deduplication schemes for encrypted data 

were proposed for enhancing the security 

and efficiency. Once the files are updated, 

the cloud server has to regenerate the 

complete authenticated structures for these 

files, which causes heavy computation cost 

on the server-side. 

 

 

Zheng and Xu [11] proposed a solution 

called proof of storage with deduplication, 

which is the first attempt to design a PoS 

scheme with deduplication. Du et al. [12] 

introduced proofs of ownership and 

retrievability, which are similar to [11] but 

more efficient in terms of computation 

cost. Note that neither [11] nor [12] can 

support dynamic operations. Due to the 

problem of structure diversity and private 

tag generation, [11] and [12] cannot be 

extended to dynamic PoS. 

 

Wang et al. [13] [14], and Yuan and Yu 

[15] considered proof of storage for multi-

user updates, but those schemes focus on 
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the problem of sharing files in a group. 

Deduplication in these scenarios is to 

deduplicate files among different groups. 

Unfortunately, these schemes cannot 

support deduplication due to structure 

diversity and private tag generation. 

 

 

3.HOMOMORPHIC 

AUTHENTICATED TREE 

 

To device an efficient de-

duplicatable active Public Service scheme, 

it enterprise a original genuine 

construction named homomorphic 

authenticated tree. A HAT is a second tree 

popular which respectively greenery 

swelling resembles toward a information 

chunk. Nevertheless HAT prepares not 

obligate somewhat restraint happening the 

amount of information lumps, aimed at the 

sake of explanation effortlessness, it 

shoulder that the quantity of information 

slabs is equivalent toward the quantity of 

sprig knobs in a full second tree. 

 

Path and Sibling Search: 

To smooth processes on HAT 

constructions, it adventure binary foremost 

procedures aimed at pathway exploration 

besides brotherly exploration. It define the 

pathway exploration procedure Ab ← Path 

(B,b). It takes a HAT B and a slab index b 

of a document as contribution and 

retrievability[11][12], besides productions 

the catalogue customary of protuberances 

in the pathway since the root node to the b-

th sprig swelling between altogether the 

greeneries which resembles to the b-th 

block of the documents. 

Threat Model 

 

 It contemporary the hazard 

prototypical briefly by way of shadows. 

The raincloud attendant besides workers 

do not fully conviction individually 

additional. A malevolent worker might 

swindler the raincloud waitperson by 

demanding that it has a convinced file[6], 

nevertheless it essentially prepares not 

require it or one enjoys fragments of the 

documents. A malevolent mist server 

might attempt to persuade operators that it 

authentically provisions documents and 

informs them, while the documents remain 

spoiled or not up-to-date. The 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

4.CONCLUSION 

 

We proposed the comprehensive 

requirements in multi-user cloud storage 

systems and introduced the model of 

deduplicatable dynamic PoS. We designed 

a novel tool called HAT which is an 

efficient authenticated structure. Based on 

HAT, we proposed the first practical 

deduplicatable dynamic PoS scheme called 

DeyPoS and proved its security in the 

random oracle model. The theoretical and 

experimental results show that our 

DeyPoS implementation is efficient, 

especially when the file size and the 

number of the challenged blocks are large. 
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